The Refugee Weapons System

Part 3

In the Shadows of the Zone

At some point while researching the redesign of our government with for-profit corporations leading the effort in a “partnership” with government, these thoughts occurred to me:

- Government can do anything authorized by law
- Corporations and non-profits can do anything not prohibited by law

If you have “partnerships” between government and private organizations – whether profit or non-profit, there is no limit to what they can do together. The result is fascism and that leads to a totalitarian state as the private organizations gain power to influence policy in their own self-interest and they seek to hold that power at all costs.

With that as a backdrop, I spoke with Tom Shanahan, Public Information Officer with the Idaho State Department of Health and Welfare today. What I found out is that the Idaho District Health Offices are “independent agencies” which means they are private organizations. **They are not part of the state.**

They are a creation of regional county associations. Their budget is somewhere in the vicinity of $90 million with all of it provided by HHS except for about $6 million that is provided by the state.

They contract with the state and federal government to provide services. It wasn’t quite clear how the money flows – whether the state gets the money from the FEDS and passes it though to the Districts or if the Districts get the money directly. It doesn’t much matter. It only matters to know that they are private organizations that by all appearances were divisions of the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare.
I didn’t really set out to look at the District Health Offices. I was trying to find out about the relationship between the Idaho Office for Refugees and the State of Idaho.

As it turns out, the Idaho Office for Refugees (IOR) is again a private non-profit that administers the Refugee program for the FEDS but they are, according Patty Haller, Assistant Director of the IOR, they are a subsidiary arm of the Mountain States Group.

Idaho Office for Refugees

Mountain States Group

The Mountain States Group is a private social services company. On their front page, they list their mission as “Community Resource Development”. They contract with both the state and the federal government to provide social services. On their 2010-990 form, they list their mission as being “to improve the delivery accessibility, and quality of health care and social services”. In other words they are socialist changes agents hired by the federal government through grant programs. Recall what I said above about the law being the limits on government power coupled with the virtually unlimited power of a private organization.
because the “partnership” between Mountain States Group and our state and federal governments is a classic example. They have no real private sector customers – they work for the government in a corporate capacity.

Time out for a detour...

Mountain States went into business in 1974 and in 1975, Idaho Governor John Evans cooperated in the federal government’s request to help resettle the first wave of boat people from Viet Nam.

The impression given to the people of this country (because I remember) was that taking the people from Viet Nam was a one-time deal – because they were allegedly helping us to fight communism. Some forty years later, I realize now what a BIG LIE – and a joke that was. It’s the City of London that are the Communists – “Commonists” as they should be called. They’ve been at war with the United States since the Revolutionary War. It never ended and it will never end. (Is it too late for a blitzkreig?) Note that I said specifically, the City of London – and not the UK. The City of London is first “Trojan Triangle aka Logical Island” after Rome. The concept of the logical island which was imported to this country from the City of London first in the form of the Foreign Trade Zone then building on the concept with the Enterprise Zone and Intermodal Commerce Zone – and ultimately, international port both sea and inland.

A 1945 article published by Foreign Affairs titled The British Commonwealth As a Great Power

First, what is the Great Power with which we have to deal? Is it Britain, or the British Commonwealth? .... Or if the Great Power is not Britain but the British Commonwealth of Nations, just what is this Commonwealth? .... How the British Commonwealth will fit into the regional security arrangements provided for in Chapter VIII, Section C, of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals is not yet clear. It has long been a cardinal principle of the members of the British Commonwealth that it forms a true regional security organization. Its states were built by seaward expansion, its roads are the sea, and now also the far more direct ways of the air. It has been built up historically by an expansion of peoples, covering exactly the same span of time and fully comparable to that of the two great land federations, the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The landward expansion of these last two peoples produced great federal states; whereas the seaward expansion of Britain produced a unique international family system which in the great recurring crises of history has shown no less solidarity and an equal patriotism. Mr. Curtin said on May 4 last year that "the British Commonwealth has shown itself as the most effective structure for regional security the world has ever known and it is in every country's interest and in the interest of any general security scheme that that structure should be maintained and, if possible, strengthened." This is entirely compatible with local regional consolidation in the South Seas under the Australian-New Zealand.

So why would I make a big deal about the British Commonwealth of Nations? Because they inserted themselves into the “reinvention” of our government – via Canada. This was documented in The Jigsaw Puzzle – Part 8 of the documentation on the Reinvention of Government.
With the assistance of traitors in our own government, an almost perfect pincer movement was executed for a coup d’etat on our government. First, there was the “domestic terrorism” which resulted in the Clinton Initiatives for ‘protection of the infrastructure’ the elements of which are the technologically enabled police state – fusion centers and surveillance. The “privatization of government” combined with the treaty that created the World Trade Organization – “free movement of goods and trade in services” with national treatment given to foreign firms... combined with the treason of Harris Miller, an immigration attorney involved with writing immigration law, working with the Indians (India is a Commonwealth country) to ready them for H-1B importation of “services” – taking jobs away from American IT people... plus the icing on the cake, Harris Miller as the CEO of the Information Technology Associates of America being selected to be the sector-leader for the critical infrastructure protection initiative.... and within a few years... America is no longer America. And skipping ahead a bit, Boise, Idaho is being swarmed by Communists with Twin Falls running a close second – by contract.
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And the refugee resettlement program combined with the EB-5 visa program plus the aiding and abetting of illegals constitutes a stealth occupation and takeover of Idaho. And if saying that gets me killed... then so be it. At least you will know why.
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